A systematic evaluation of the role of crystalline order in nanoporous materials on DNA separation.
The role of order within a porous separation matrix on the separation efficiency of DNA was studied systematically. DNA separation was based on a ratchet mechanism. Monodisperse colloidal suspensions of nanoparticles were used to fabricate highly ordered separation media with a hexagonal close-packed structure. Doping with a second particle size yielded structures with different degrees of disorder, depending upon the volume fraction of each particle size. Radial distribution functions and orientational order parameters were calculated from electron micrographs to characterize the scale of disorder. The peak separation distance, band broadening, and separation resolution of DNA molecules was quantified for each structure. DNA separation parameters using pulsed fields and the ratchet effect showed a strong dependence on order within the porous nanoparticle array. Ordered structures gave large separation distances, smaller band broadening and better resolution than highly disordered, nearly random, porous structures. The effect dominated these three parameters when compared to the effect of pore size. However, the effect of order on separation performance was not monotonic. A small, but statistically significant improvement was seen in structures with short range order compared to those with long range order.